
Ready to see our platform in action?
Let’s Talk

Disclosures

Our  apps are transforming the way everyone from wealth managers to broker-dealers and fintech 

apps design and deliver optimized

‘no quant’

, personalized income investing solutions at scale.

Transforming the Design & Delivery of 
Personalized Income Investing Solutions at Scale

Provides access to real time indicative pricing, 

customizable filters, monitoring and portfolio 

allocation solutions across corporate, municipal, 

and government bonds, fixed income ETFs, 

closed end funds, preferreds, and mutual funds.

AssetExplorer™

A portfolio construction workflow that curates a 

personalized corporate bond portfolio tailored to 

best fit your investment goals and preferences.

BestFit™

Enables the creation of a bond ladder portfolio in 

seconds, while managing interest rate risk, 

building a predictable income source, and 

eliminating callable bond exposure.

LadderBuilder™

Deploys optimization algorithms to identify 

opportunities within existing fixed income 

portfolios that improve the portfolio's overall 

yield or reduce the portfolio's volatility.

Optimizer

Enables users to build a portfolio comprised of fixed income 

exchange-traded funds and closed-end funds to meet 

specific income targets, designed to take less risk than other 

alternatives.

Income Portfolio as a Service (InPaaS®)

The rapid acceleration of digitization in fixed income trading, data and investments have propelled yield-driven investing into the digital 

age. Portfolio insights and personalization are quickly becoming must-have capabilities in today's financial services landscape. 

YieldX offers complete flexibility, with a choice of end-to-end technology and asset management solutions, custom 

investment universes, and white-labeled offerings, so clients can select the capabilities that best meet their needs. 
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I n t r o d u c i n g  Y i e l d X

Quickly deliver yield through any of our API-friendly, app based solutions that connect seamlessly to your existing ecosystem:

The time has come for an investment platform to reimagine fixed income for all investors. 

https://yieldx.app/disclosures/

